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Human Resource Office 
North Dakota Army National Guard 
P.O. Box 5511 
Bismarck, ND  58506-5511 

 119th Wing/HR Office 
 North Dakota Air National Guard 
 1400 32nd Ave North 
 Fargo, ND  58102-1051 

 
Announcement Number: ANG 24-37     ☒Permanent ☐Temporary  
 
Open Date: 16 July 2024  Close Date: 05 August 2024  Earliest Fill Date: 18 October 2024 
 
Position Number(s): 1121430     Location: 119 CES, Fargo, ND  
 
Position Title, Grade: EOD Supervisor, SMSgt      
 
Selecting Official: Lt Col Jason Olheiser, CES Commander 
 
Area of Consideration: Current enlisted members of the NDANG 
 
Compatibility: 3E8X1  
APPLICANT MUST CURRENTLY POSSESS THE COMPATIBLE AFSC TO BE CONSIDERED FOR THIS 
POSITION (P/2/3/4). 
 
How to Apply: If your application does not contain, at a minimum, the required documents from the correct sites, 
your application will not be accepted. Instructions on how to obtain these documents can be found in the AGR 
Vacancy Folder on SharePoint. Required documents are listed below (a, b, & c). 
 

a. NGB Form 34-1, Application For Active Guard/Reserve (AGR) Position: completed & signed 
b. Report of Individual Person (RIP) from vMPF 
c. MyFitness Individual Fitness Tracker from myFITNESS showing current, within 12 months 
d. Additional Documentation that you feel is necessary to enhance your possibility for selection (examples: 

certificates, diplomas, letters of recommendation, etc.) 
 
*It is recommended that you combine your application into a single PDF with your name and announcement 
number as your title. It is also HIGHLY encouraged that you produce new documents with each application.* 
 
Applications must be submitted to the Human Resource Office (HRO) email inbox NO LATER THAN midnight on 
the closing date: 119.WG.HRO.ORG@US.AF.MIL (email is the only acceptable form of receiving the application). 
Ensure your application is submitted with pdf or word attachments so HR can open and review. Applications WILL 
NOT be reviewed/screened until the vacancy has closed. Applicant must meet all Areas of Consideration(s) at the 

time of submission, or they will be disqualified. 
If you have questions, concerns, or issues, you may contact the Air AGR Manager at 701-451-2662.  

*Promotion to a Controlled Grade (E8/E9/O4/O5/O6) is dependent on Controlled Grade Availability* 
 
SPECIALTY SUMMARY:  
Performs explosive ordnance disposal (EOD) operations to protect personnel, resources, and the 
environment from the effects of hazardous explosive ordnance (EO), improvised explosive devices (IED) 
and weapons of mass destruction (WMD) which may include; incendiary, chemical, biological, radiological, 
and nuclear (CBRN) hazards. Employs specialized tools, techniques, and personal protective equipment to 
detect/identify EOD objectives and to accomplish diagnostics, monitoring, evaluation, interrogation, 
mitigation, render safe, recovery, and disposal operations on ordnance/devices delivered, placed, or made 
dangerous by accident/incident or other circumstance. Utilizes and maintains advanced equipment, such as, 
robotics, x- ray, landmine and CBRN detection equipment. Transports demolition explosives and equipment 
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to authorized disposal areas, fabricates explosive demolition charges, and disposes of hazardous devices, 
ordnance, and explosives. EOD may be employed alone or as part of an AF, Joint, Interagency, or Coalition 
force, to support Combatant Commander and/or Air Force objectives. Provides rapid response capability and 
operates in five geographic disciplines: mountain, desert, arctic, urban and jungle, day, or night, to include 
austere combat environments independent of an established airbase or its perimeter defenses in mounted, 
dismounted, and limited airborne/aerial insertion operations. EOD at the five, seven, and nine level plan, 
organize, and direct EOD operations. 
 
DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES:  
Plans, organizes, and directs EOD operations. Develops operational orders/plans, instructions, concepts of 
operation, and safety plans (ORM Assessments) concerning EOD employment. Translates commander’s 
objectives/mission taskings into effective employment of EOD capability. Uses advanced technological and 
manual methods to perform long range/close-in reconnaissance, identification, assessment of 
ordnance/hazardous device conditions and filler materials, then advises commanders on recommended EOD 
actions and safe withdrawal distances. Prepares personnel and equipment for military operations. Supports 
U.S. and foreign aerospace systems/vehicles and conventional munitions operations; sortie generation and 
space launch operations by responding to airfield/launch complex explosive related ground/in-flight 
emergencies or crash situations; and research and development testing of weapons, aircraft, and space 
systems. Executes counter-IED (CIED) operations. Eliminates or mitigates explosive hazards and 
terrorist/criminal devices, to include missions outside the base boundary or Base Security Zone to enable 
freedom of maneuver for air or surface operations. Performs IED defeat actions to include (but not limited 
to) the following: recover/destroy weapon caches; perform immediate actions to defeat emplaced IEDs; 
conduct post-blast analysis of IED events; provides military authorities with technical intelligence, analysis, 
and exploitation; and provide key insights to enable development of CIED tactics, techniques, and 
procedures to mitigate IED effectiveness. Executes counter-WMD operations. Peacetime EOD force WMD 
response efforts are limited in scope to provide initial threat confirmation, risk mitigation, situational 
awareness, and site stabilization; however, EOD forces may also provide additional technical support as 
required. During contingencies, EOD forces provide full-spectrum response capability to incidents involving 
CBRN, incendiary and explosive devices. Conducts Nuclear Weapon Response. Provides immediate initial 
support to nuclear weapon accidents or incidents in order to evaluate nuclear weapon/delivery status, 
mitigate risk, provide site stabilization, and situational awareness. Custodial units certified on specific 
weapon systems and aerospace platforms form the core of weapons recovery teams and must respond in 
conjunction with the Tactical Response Force to explosively overcome obstacles, conduct passive 
diagnostics and provide technical assessments through secure communications with National Render Safe 
assets while supporting the National Military Command Center and Response Task Force (RTF) 
incident/accident or recapture/recovery efforts. Performs unexploded explosive ordnance (UXO) recovery 
operations. Provides emergency response (on or off installation) to neutralize hazards posed by EO related 
incidents presenting a threat to operations, installations, personnel or materiel, including but not limited to, 
excavation and renders safe, evaluation of individual ordnance items, exploitation for technical intelligence 
value, support of developmental and operational ordnance/weapons system testing, and large-scale recovery 
of airbases, forward operating locations, landing zones, and drop zones denied by ordnance operations. 
Maintains capability to identify, stabilize and contain chemical/biological ordnance and provide disposition 
support to follow-on organizations. Transports demolition explosives and equipment to authorized disposal 
areas, fabricates explosive demolition charges, and disposes of hazardous devices, ordnance, and explosives. 
Engaged in explosive range activities and operational range clearances. Establishes, operates, and maintains 
EOD explosive proficiency, training, and disposal ranges. Evaluates extent of explosive contamination on 
AF property, and on bombing and gunnery, research and development, and munitions test ranges. Prepares 
clearance/logistical plans and cost estimates for operational range clearance operations. Performs surface-
removal, or disposal, of unexploded ordnance, classified ordnance, inert ordnance debris, training projectile 
debris, and any other range material fired on, or upon a military range from the targets and surrounding 
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areas. Combat enabler for Irregular Warfare. Provide EOD support for General Purpose and Special 
Operations Forces in the execution of various IW missions to include security force assistance, 
counterinsurgency (COIN), stability operations, and building partnership capacity. Supports specialized 
Joint Service task force operations. 2.9. Understands war fighter tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTPs). 
Integrates EO, IED, and WMD threat information into the decision-making process at all levels to mitigate 
and exploit the enemy’s TTPs to maximize combat power. Performs tactical mission planning and 
preparation. Participates in Military Decision-Making Process. Briefs joint force commanders and staff on 
EO threats affecting operations. Supports Defense Support to Civil Authorities activities. Provides 
emergency or lifesaving EOD operational capability to the Federal, state, and local civil authorities 
requesting support to mitigate or eliminate hazards associated with explosives (IEDs, military munitions, 
etc.). Provides hazardous materials (HAZMAT) response capability for incidents involving explosive 
ordnance. Conducts Very Important Person/special protective activities. Supports U.S. Secret Service 
(USSS), Department of Homeland Security (DHS) and the Department of State (DoS) by providing counter 
explosive search teams in support of National Security Special Events, White House Complex and the 
protection of the President, Vice President, and other dignitaries. 
 
SPECIALTY QUALIFICATIONS:   
Refer to AFECD/AFOCD for specialty qualifications, entry requirements, required training and further 
duties and responsibilities. 
 
CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT: The initial AGR tour is contingent upon selectee meeting all required 
standards to include fitness, medical review, security clearance, etc. AGR Members entering full time military duty 
must be medically qualified IAW AFI48-123 and the medical standards directory. Individuals must have current 
physical and dental examination within 12 months prior to entry date, HIV test within the last 6 months. AGR 
accessions are medically approved by the ND State Air Surgeon (SAS); those on WWD Waiver consideration must 
be approved by NGB/SGPA office. Bonus/Incentive recipients: If you currently receive any type of incentive such 
as bonus, student loan repayment, or GI Bill Kicker, these incentives will stop effective on the first day of full time 
employment. To be accessed in the AGR program, an individual must not have been previously separated for cause 
from active duty or a previous Reserve Component AGR tour. This vacancy announcement will be for an initial 
active-duty tour of 6 years OR less. Subsequent tours will be six (6) years or less. Extensions beyond the initial tour 
will be based on information in ANGI 36-101 and current force management procedures. The selected applicant will 
be placed in Active Guard/Reserve (AGR) military duty status under Title 32 USC Section 502 (f). The incumbent 
will participate with the unit of assignment during unit training assemblies and annual training periods. The wearing 
of the appropriate military uniform, prescribed in pertinent regulations is required for the incumbent of this position.  

Acceptance of the position constitutes concurrence with these requirements as conditions of employment. 
 

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY: The ND National Guard is an Equal Opportunity Employer. Selection for this position 
will be made without regard to race, color, religion, age, national origin, sex, political affiliation, membership or 

non-membership in employee organization or any other non-merit factor. 
 


